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M. Pourpayghambar told: Ardebil 
provience won the first grade to produce 
10/000/ Tons in Iran last year. And, more 
than 5000 hac. are cultivated in rape, that 
2550 hac. are allocated to French rape.

He added: 21 winter species and 17 
of spring species are cultivated in Pars – 
Abad this year.

The benfits of thes species are more 
productivity, resistance to cold weather and delayed cultivation.

Compact Cultivation, the main problem in Rape farms
The manager of Euralis Company, the 

biggest seed producer in the world in a 
work shop said: I visited some rape farms 
in Hamedan, Qazvin, Shiraz, Mashhad 
and Ardebil that the date of Cultivation 
and Pest management were good. But, the 
compact cultivation in these farms was a 
basic problem to achive a good crop.

To dissolve this obstacle must de-
crease the seeds amount in the farm. He emphasized: low compaction causes 
roots spreading and the resistance against freezing, hot weather and low water-
ing.

In this method the plant goes to 8 leaves very soon, and is resistant to pests and 
weeds.

Iran experiences 35 from 45 Natural Disasters
Morteza AkbarPour, the assistant of Crisis management Organisation said in 

a Summit about Crisis Management: because of foundamental problems to pre-
vent natural disasters in Iran. We experience 35 form 45 disasters in the country.

He pointed to rainfalls in this autumn and the readiness for the future winter. 
He said the Elnino can cause many difficulties for us.
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Historical Neglect, and Worthless Share for agriculture in 
I.R.I.B.

The editorial of this issue is a criticism on I.R.I.B because of its 
carelessness about 30th ceremony to introduce the best farmers 
in current year.

It is said in this editorial that all of the I.R.I.B budjet is paid 
by the government but there is no any sign about the records that 
achived in agriculture sector.

Compare to a football match that broadcasts many times in a 
day, carelessness to such Important news about the agriculture 

can be a historical neglect. Agriculture sector has 12% share in G.D.P. and 32% in em-
ployment and marketing in Iran, so the I.R.I.B has many duties for it.

 Legal Ground to Export Dairies to Russia from 
Mazandaran Provience Was issued

Yagthobie, Commercial assistant of Mazan-
daran Trade Development organization Said: 
fortunately, the lagal fround to export dairies to 
Russia was issued. Russia inclinet to import Ira-
nian accomoditions specially from Mazandaran. 
He added: Many other products are exported to 
CLS Countries, Iraq, Afghanestan, Pakistan, 
Torkmanestan and so others. The difficulties for 
Mazandren exporters are more than other provi-
ences, because they need more cash to buy and store the commodities.

He said: other problems are marine transportation because we need refrigerated 
containers for decayable Products Like meat, Poultry, dairy and etc. And, transforing 
the currencies is a great problem that we expect to be dissolved as soon.

French Rape Will Cultivate in Ardebil fields
In the first workshop to cultivate frnch Rape in Ardebil, the French expert said: rape 

farmers in Ardebil provience can get more crop by approaching French rape technol-
ogy and science.
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